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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SEPARATING SAMPLES IN A CONTINUOUS FLOW
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Patent Application Serial No. 61/180,378 entitled "System and Method for Separating Samples in a

Continuous Flow", filed on May 21, 2009, and the specification and claims thereof are incorporated

herein by reference.
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COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

[0004] NA

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention (Technical Field) :

[0005] Embodiments of the present invention relates to a system and method for sample

handling and analysis of a continuous flow of samples by a particle analyzer.

Description of Related Art :

[0006] Note that the following discussion refers to a number of publications by author(s) and

year of publication, and that due to recent publication dates certain publications are not to be

considered as prior art vis-a-vis embodiments of the present invention. Discussion of such

publications herein is given for more complete background and is not to be construed as an admission

that such publications are prior art for patentability determination purposes.

[0007] Flow cytometers are used to analyze biological cells and particles in a fluid sample by

intersecting a thin stream of the fluid sample by an illumination source, usually a laser beam. The



resulting light scatter (forward and right angle (side) scattered light) and fluorescent light is analyzed

with one or more photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The fluorescence channels of a flow cytometer are

each set with barrier filters to detect a selected specific dye having a desired wavelength while filtering

out signals from other wavelengths.

[0008] U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,714,682, 4,767,206, and 4,774,189, and U.K. Pat. No. 2,172,104

describe calibration of a flow cytometer using highly uniform microbeads which have excitation and

emission spectra that match that of the unknown samples, as well as describing the synthesis and

composition of said highly uniform microbeads. Matching spectra of microbeads and cells in this way

allows direct comparison of data among flow cytometers which have different barrier filters so long as

the sample and the calibration microbeads are analyzed under comparable instrument conditions and

settings. Each sample that flows past the illumination source and is detected by the photomultiplier

tube is recorded as a separate data file for analysis.

[0009] U.S. Patent No. 5,084,394 describes the combined use of calibrated fluorescent

biological cells with calibrated fluorescent microbeads to compensate for different responses of

different flow cytometers. US Pat. Nos. 6,074,879 and 6,350,619 describes novel methods for

calibrating or standardizing flow cytometry instruments using synthetic polymer particles or beads

having physical properties which provide advantages for their use in such instruments.

[0010] All of these methods require that a separate data file is obtained for each separate

sample analyzed and therefore there is no difficulty in identifying the beginning and end for each

sample even though the number of particle events within the sample are low. The totality of these

patents and all other patents and any other publications cited herein and/or referred to in the Cross-

Reference to Related Applications is hereby incorporated herein by reference.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] One embodiment of the present invention provides for a method for identifying within

a single record the location of each of a plurality of samples suspected of containing particles of

interest wherein the single record is obtained from a flowing stream of the plurality of samples passing

through a particle analyzer. The method comprises introducing into a conduit the plurality of samples

suspected of containing particles of interest wherein each ones of the plurality of samples are

separated by fluid gaps to produce a plurality of samples separated by fluid gaps and wherein each of

the plurality of samples further comprises marker particles. The plurality of samples separated by

fluid gaps are flowed through the conduit as a flowing sample stream to a detector of a particle

analyzer. The particle analyzer is for example a flow cytometer. The particles of interest when

present and/or marker particles are detected as the plurality of samples pass the detector of the

particle analyzer. A record over time for the particles of interest when present and/or marker particles

in each of the plurality of samples are obtained in the single file once the plurality of samples pass the



incident beam of light of the particle analyzer. A time position in the record is identified where

particles of interest within any one of the plurality of samples would be located if present based upon

the detection of marker particles present within each combined sample from the flowing stream of the

plurality of samples.

[0012] Another embodiment provides a method for identifying within a single record the

location of each of a plurality of samples suspected of containing particles of interest wherein the

single record is obtained from a flowing stream of the plurality of samples passing through a particle

analyzer. The method comprises introducing into a conduit the plurality of samples suspected of

containing particles of interest wherein each ones of the plurality of samples are separated by fluid

gaps to produce a plurality of samples separated by fluid gaps. Marker particles are introduced into a

conduit between the ones of the plurality of samples separated by fluid gaps. The plurality of samples

separated by fluid gaps and further separated by aliquots of marker particle are flowed through the

conduit as a flowing sample stream to a detector of a particle analyzer. The particle analyzer is for

example a flow cytometer. Particles of interest when present and/or marker particles are detected as

the plurality of samples and the marker particle aliquots pass the detector of the particle analyzer. A

record over time for the detected particles of interest when present and/or marker particles are

obtained once the flowing stream passes the incident beam of light of the particle analyzer. A time

position in the record is identified where particles of interest within any one of the plurality of samples

would be located if present based upon the location of the marker particles within the record.

[0013] In a preferred embodiment, introducing into a conduit the plurality of samples includes

uptaking each of the plurality of samples from the respective sample container. For example, the

respective sample container is a microplate having rows and columns of sample wells for holding

samples to be tested.

[0014] In another embodiment, a sampling order of the rows and columns of the sample

wells is determined by the user. For example, the sampling order is correlated with the identifying a

time position in the record where particles of interest within any one of the plurality of samples would

be located if present to identify the location on the sample well from which the sample was uptaken.

[0015] According to one embodiment, fluid gaps are gas gaps, for example air gaps.

[0016] According to another embodiment, flowing the plurality of samples includes moving

the samples with a pump, gravity, acoustic means, microcapillary action, pressurization or any

combination thereof.

[0017] According to another embodiment, detecting particles of interest when present

depends on the optical and/or physical characteristic of interest selected for the particles of interest.



-A-

According to another embodiment detecting marker particles depends on the optical and/or physical

characteristics selected for the marker particles. For example, marker particles are selected based

upon optical and/or physical characteristics which may be the same or different from the optical and/or

physical characteristics of the particles of interest.

[0018] One aspect of one embodiment of the present invention provides a method for

identifying individual samples in a continuous flowing stream. Another aspect of one embodiment of

the present invention provides a method for analyzing samples in a continuously flowing stream.

Another aspect of one embodiment of the present invention provides for separating ones of a plurality

of samples in a continuous flowing stream using a combination of air gaps and marker particles.

[0019] Another aspect of one embodiment of the present invention provides for positive

identification of sample containers that do not have a measureable quantity of cells or beads in the

sample preparation contained by the sample containers. Another aspect of one embodiment of the

present invention provides for positive identification of wells which were not properly sampled due to

instrument malfunction which may result in large variations in the shape of the sample curves when

plotted over time.

[0020] Another aspect of one embodiment of the present invention provides for comparing

the relative fluorescence of fluorescent marker beads to the treated cells as a consistency parameter

for samples obtained from wells within a plate or plates for a flowing stream of samples in an

experiment recorded in a single data file. Thus data obtained from multiple plates can be normalized

to the beads, allowing direct comparison of results over large experimental data sets.

[0021] Further scope of applicability of the present invention will be set forth in part in the

detailed description to follow, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawing, and in part will

become apparent to those skilled in the art upon examination of the following, or may be learned by

practice of the invention. The objects and advantages of the invention may be realized and attained

by means of the instrumentalities and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated into and form a part of the

specification, illustrate one or more embodiments of the present invention and, together with the

description, serve to explain the principles of the invention. The drawings are only for the purpose of

illustrating one or more preferred embodiments of the invention and are not to be construed as limiting

the invention. In the drawings:



[0023] Fig. 1 illustrates one embodiment of the present invention with a plurality of wells of a

sample plate having marker particles positioned in wells that are interspersed between sample wells.

[0024] Fig. 2 illustrates another embodiment of one embodiment of the present invention

with a plurality of wells on a sample plate having marker particle troughs positioned on the sample

plate.

[0025] Fig. 3 illustrates data obtained from a plurality of samples detected with a particle

analyzer in a single file with and without control particles added to each sample according to one

embodiment of the present invention.

[0026] Fig. 4 illustrates particle analyzer data using one embodiment of the present invention

for sample identification in a flowing stream of samples in which particles with a different fluorescence

characteristic were detected with a particle analyzer.

[0027] Fig. 5 illustrates a sample reservoir according to one embodiment of the present

invention.

[0028] Fig. 6 illustrates a plurality of samples in a conduit according to one embodiment of

the present invention.

[0029] Fig. 7 illustrates a plurality of samples in a conduit according to one embodiment of

the present invention.

[0030] Fig. 8 illustrates particle analyzer data for one embodiment of the present invention

for sample identification in a flowing stream of samples.

[0031] Fig. 9 illustrates a particle analyzer system useful in the method as described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0032] Note that in the specification and claims, "about" or "approximately" means within

twenty percent (20%) of the numerical amount cited.

[0033] As used herein "a" means one or more.

[0034] As used herein "well" means structure which holds/contains a sample to be analyzed,

control or aliquot of marker particles.



[0035] As used herein "microplate" and "plate" refer to a structure capable of holding one or

more samples to be analyzed or aliquot of marker particles.

[0036] As used herein "sample" refers to any quantity of liquid which may contain particles of

interest or marker particles that are detectable by a particle analyzer.

[0037] As used herein "marker particles", "control particles", "beads" and "microbeads" are

used interchangeable and refer to one or more particles that is detectable by a particle analyzer. A

population of marker particles shares at least one physical and/or optical property among the

members of the marker particle population.

[0038] A particle analyzer system (for example a system as described in U.S. Pat. No.

6,878,556 and WO201 000561 7) uptakes from a sample container an aliquot of a sample suspected of

having within the sample particles for analysis (sample to be analyzed). An illustrative system 900 as

described herein is shown in figure 9 . The system comprises a sample to be analyzed 906 which is

transported from a sample container 903 to a detector 911 of the particle analyzer 907 via a conduit

909. The sample to be analyzed 906 is taken up from the sample container 903 via a probe 905. In

between samples, the probe uptakes a separation gas 908. Multiple samples can be transported in

the conduit sequentially. The multiple samples are separated from each other via fluid gaps (e.g. air)

908 and a plurality of samples to be analyzed are moved along the conduit to the detector 911

thereby creating a flowing stream of samples to be analyzed. Particles 921 within the sample to be

analyzed 906 flow in the flow cell 913 and pass an illumination source 915 in the detector zone 917.

The demarcation/delineation between the plurality of samples to be analyzed in the flowing stream

within the conduit is the fluid gap positioned between each one of the plurality of samples to be

analyzed. For example, a first sample to be analyzed is separated from a second sample to be

analyzed via one or more air gaps according to one embodiment of the present invention.

[0039] In another embodiment, the system and method utilizes marker particles 601 to

identify the location within the sample stream of a sample to be analyzed 602 when the marker

particles are comingled with the sample to be analyzed as is illustrated in figure 6 . When marker

particles are not present, the delineation of each sample to be analyzed in the sample stream is easily

identified when particles of interest 603 in the samples to be analyzed 602 are relatively similar in

terms of their concentration and/or other optical and/or physical characteristics. If the multiple

samples to be analyzed in the conduit 605 are different with respect to the particles of interest - for

example, if there a very few particles of interest in some of the samples to be analyzed, or if there are

large gaps inserted between the air gaps 604 where a sample to be analyzed would be expected but

for an instrument malfunction - the location of the sample to be analyzed in the data stream becomes

problematic in the absence of marker particles.



[0040] One embodiment of the present invention provides that marker particles are

comingled with a sample to be analyzed. The flow cytometric properties of the marker particles may

be different from those of the particles of interest within the samples to be analyzed. The difference in

the optical and/or physical characteristics of the marker particles along with the fact that there may be

known numbers of marker particles comingled with each sample to be analyzed allows a user to

delineate the location of the sample to be analyzed in the data stream even if there are no particles of

interest in the sample to be tested other than the marker particles.

[0041] Referring now to figure 3 , a system and method for distinguishing between sample

wells during sample uptake is illustrated. Sample plate 300 of figure 3A may contain a well having

one or more particles in a sample well 303. Typically a sample plate 305 will have multiple wells

containing sample to be analyzed as is illustrated in figure 3B showing wells A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6,

A7, A8, A9, A10, A 11, and A12. A well may contain both marker particles 304 (red) and particles of

interest 303 (blue) within a sample. A plurality of samples to be analyzed which may or may not

contain particles are introduced into a particle analyzer as a flowing stream of sequential samples to

be analyzed. Each sample to be analyzed is separated by a gas (fluid) gap which is introduced in the

flowing stream of samples as each sample to be analyzed is withdrawn from a plurality of wells from a

sample plate. Each one of the plurality of samples to be analyzed in the flowing stream is analyzed

as it passes a light interrogation source and a detector (detector zone). Information about the

scattered and emitted light as each particle passes through the light path, is collected by a processor

and saved in a single data file. The number of events (particles detected) for each sample over time

are recorded (data stream) as is illustrated in figure 3C. A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A8, A9, A10,

A 11, A12 are samples from 1 row of plate 305 analyzed by a flow cytometer connected to a

continuous flow sampling device such as a HyperCyt® (IntelliCyt Corporation, Albuquerque, NM).

There is an air gap between samples. Data are recorded and displayed over time as illustrated in

309. As is illustrated in 311 for samples A5, A6, A7 and A8 when there are few events (particles of

interest detected) within a sample to be analyzed, the number of events are low and not consistent. A

low number of events in a sample makes it difficult to identify the boundaries for each of the samples

of interest A5, A6, A7 and A8 for time zone 311 in the data stream.

[0042] Referring now to figure 3D, sample wells may contain a sample to be analyzed

having particles of interest 303 (blue circles) and marker particles 304 (red circles) comingled therein.

The marker particles 304 may have optical and/or physical characteristics that are different from the

particles of interest 303 in the sample to be analyzed, thereby allowing detection of the marker

particles 304 in addition to detection of the particles of interest 303 in the sample to be analyzed.

Figure 3E illustrates an event profile (histogram) over time 313 for the particles of interest in the

sample to be analyzed and the marker particles for each sample taken from wells A 1, A2, A3, A4, A5,

A6, A7, A8, A9, A10, A 11 and A12. The marker particles may be comingled with the sample to be

analyzed in a sample well or can occupy a separate well having no sample to be analyzed. For



figure 3E, samples from wells A5, A6, A7, A8 are clearly delineated by the marker particle profile

thereby marking the boundaries in the data stream for the location where a sample to be analyzed

would be if a sample to be analyzed were taken up by the system. For figure 3E, the red circles

indicate marker particles and the blue circles indicate particles of interest detected.

[0043] Marker particles can be added to a well containing sample or a non-sample

containing well. The marker particles may have a known characteristic such as known size,

fluorescent intensity, forward light scatter and side light scatter for example. However, other

characteristics that are well known in the art for detecting and characterizing particles are useful in a

particle analyzer such as the particle analyzer disclosed in US Pat. No. 6,878,556 is also useful.

[0044] Referring now to figure 4A, dot plot 401 illustrates forward light scatter versus side

angle light scatter for particles of interest in a sample to be analyzed. Particles having the light scatter

profile 403 are recorded as events over time for each sample to be analyzed that passes through the

interrogation light source to produce graph 405 in figure 4B. Since some samples to be analyzed

have few particles, the number of events over time that are recorded are low as is depicted for time

period 409. Because there are significant differences in the numbers of particles per sample to be

analyzed that passes the detector at time period 409 as compared to samples before and after this

period. The overall low numbers of particles per sample results in an inability to set time bin gates

such as 406 that were required to differentiate events between each sample during the period

identified in 409.

[0045] Referring now to 413 of figure 4C, a dot plot is illustrated for marker particles 407

comingled with particles of interest 403 in a sample to be analyzed. Since marker particles are added

to each sample to be analyzed, the location of an individual sample to be analyzed in a data stream

419 of figure 4D is determinable from the gates set in the dot plot of figure 4C at 403 and 407.

Graph 419 illustrates the number of events recorded over time from each sample to be analyzed in

the flowing stream comprising the plurality of samples separated by air gaps as each of the plurality of

samples passes an interrogation source. For example, samples are introduced from each well by

continuous flow into the particle analyzer. A histogram recorded over time for each of the samples to

be analyzed is obtained from a plurality of wells and represents a data stream. The number of events

on the y axis of graph 419 are more consistent with the addition of the marker particles than without

(graph 405). Each population of particles 403 and 407 can be determined from the time bins in the

graph of figure 4D. Data from the particles of interest (for example 403) can then be analyzed based

upon the automatic gating made possible by the clear delineation of each sample population.

[0046] In another embodiment of the present invention, the marker particles are introduced

between samples, and thus demarcate the anticipated beginning location in the flowing stream of a

sample to be analyzed prior to the sample to be analyzed entering the detector zone of the particle



analyzer. Once the bolus of sample to be analyzed moves past the detector zone, a subsequent

bolus of marker particles in the conduit moves past the detector zone indicating the anticipated ending

location in the flowing stream of a sample to be analyzed. These marker particles have known

physical and/or optical characteristics, including emission spectra, intensity, shape, size, which are

captured by the particle analyzer (e.g. flow cytometer). The marker particles are added in known

positions relative to the samples to be analyzed in the flowing stream. The data analysis method then

utilizes the characteristics and the temporal position within the flowing stream of the marker particles

to determine the anticipated location of a sample to be analyzed in the flowing stream and/or data

stream.

[0047] Referring now to figure 7 , for example, an aliquot 707 of marker particles 701 is

introduced between a first sample 706 and second sample 702 or at other intervals between each

sample. Further, samples to be analyzed are taken up (e.g. aspirated) from sample containers (e.g.

wells of a plate) via a probe or autosampler. Each aliquot 707 and 708 of marker particles 701 may

be separated one from the other in the flowing stream by separation fluid such as gaps of air 705 (but

not limited thereto as other gases as an example of fluids are also suitable as a separation fluid). The

flowing stream of samples to be analyzed is delivered to the particle analyzer and data from the

plurality of samples and marker particles in the flowing stream may be acquired by a processor and/or

stored in a single data file.

[0048] An autosampler probe of a particle analyzer uptakes an aliquot of a marker particle

solution from a marker particle container (e.g. wells or troughs of a plate, or dispensing reservoir)

followed by a sample to be analyzed from a sample well. This results in aliquots 702 of marker

particles 703 positioned in a conduit 709 in between each sample to be analyzed. This alternating

sampling process is repeated until all the samples to be analyzed from the plurality of sample

containers (e.g. wells) have been sampled by the probe. The marker particles 703 in each aliquot 702

and 706 are detected and the particles in each aliquot are identified as events recorded in a single file

over time as the stream of marker particle aliquots flows past the detector.

[0049] Referring now to figure 8 , boundaries (811 and 813); ( 815 and 817); , (819 and

821) represent time gates which are easily positioned before and after a marker particle histogram

801 to designate the time gates of the location for a samples to be analyzed 807 when present.

Sample A08 will reside in between the pair of time gates boundaries 811 and 813 for example.

[0050] The time boundaries 807, of each sample to be analyzed when present, is set based

on the lowest number of events associated with each marker particle histogram for example 811 and

813. The correlation of a histogram back to the x-y coordinates of a sample container (for example

A12 position of a well on a plate) is determined by the timing and sampling order used in the sampling

process. Test sample data in 825 of figure 8C illustrates a graph of the marker particle data in 805



and particles of interest 803 in the samples to be analyzed together. Since the samples to be

analyzed and marker particles alternate in the conduit, each histogram peak of a sample to be

analyzed 823 appears at a unique time period and can be assigned to the sample well identified by

the marker particle data. The advantage of this method is that in experiments that are performed with

an autosampler sampling system as described herein, there are often cases when individual wells of

the plate contain no sample events 827 due to sampling error or effects of chemical treatment of the

sample. Moreover, it is not known in advance which wells will be empty of test sample events. With

this method, wells that contain no test sample events can be accurately identified via the marker

particle histograms. Figure 8A represents a dot plot showing a population of marker particles 801

and particles of interest 803.

[0051] One aspect of one embodiment of the present invention provides delineation between

samples to be analyzed when the samples to be analyzed are acquired in a flowing stream separated

by air gaps for example. There are often cases when an individual well of the plate contains no

particles and therefore no events to detect by the particle analyzer due to sampling error or effects of

chemical treatment of the sample. Moreover, it is not known in advance which wells will be empty of

particles to be analyzed/events. With this method, wells that contain no test sample events can be

accurately identified via the marker particle peaks.

[0052] From a sample to be analyzed, a population of particles is identified based upon their

optical/physical characteristics such as light scatter, emission properties, size, but not limited thereto.

Particles from the plurality of samples to be analyzed sharing the desired characteristic (particles of

interest) are detected by the detector in the detector zone as the particles of interest pass between

the detector and a light source that provides a light path that strikes the detector within the detector

zone. As the samples to be analyzed pass the detector (e.g. photomultiplier tube) of the particle

analyzer, samples having particles of interest with optical and/or physical characteristics that are

within the desired/set optical and/or physical characteristics will be identified as an event (particle

having or producing the desired optical and/or physical properties for analysis). The air gaps between

the samples do not contain particles of interest that will be recorded as an event.

[0053] Data is detected for marker particles that match the desired light scatter

characteristics (or another physical or optical feature of interest selected) and the data are acquired

for each of the particles of interest in the plurality of samples and marker particles in a single file over

time (data stream).

[0054] Since the events are recorded over time, a high resolution time parameter is also

recorded during sample data acquisition (data stream). Event voids/gaps are created in the data

stream by the passage of the air gaps, allowing the particles of interest from each sample to be

analyzed to be distinguished one from the other and separately evaluated when plotted in conjunction



with the time parameter. Based on this temporal distribution of events, data histogram peaks

(representing events acquired) are identified and assigned to individual sample containers (wells of

the microplate) based upon the sampling instructions and sequence of introduction of the plurality of

samples to be analyzed into the conduit.

[0055] Marker particles having a second optical and/or physical characteristic that may be

the same or different from the optical and/or physical characteristic of the particles of interest in the

samples to be analyzed are taken up in the conduit at discrete intervals before and/or after the

plurality of samples to be analyzed. For example the marker particles are introduced into the conduit

after and/or before an air gap. According to one embodiment of the present invention, air gaps

immediately precede or follow in the conduit the anticipated location of a sample to be analyzed. The

marker particles delineate, within the flowing stream of samples, a location where a sample to be

analyzed should be located.

[0056] Referring now to figure 1, another embodiment of the present invention provides a

sample container 100 having a plurality of wells for holding samples to be analyzed but not limited

thereto as the wells may also hold solutions of buffer and/or marker particles for example. The wells

may also function as reaction vessels. The wells are arranged in a matrix having predetermined rows,

columns, well volume, height, length, width, well diameter, well depth and well-to-well spacing. In one

embodiment of the present invention, wells for holding samples to be analyzed 103 have different

dimensions from the wells for holding marker particles 105 as is illustrated in figure 1 . The wells for

marker particles may be dispersed periodically between and/or among the wells for samples to be

analyzed.

[0057] Referring now to figure 2 , a sample container 200 may contain wells for the samples

to be analyzed 203 and troughs 205 for the marker particles according to one embodiment of the

present invention. The presence of the wells for marker particles, along with the known sampling

order of these wells or troughs compared to the sampling order of the wells holding or intended to

hold the samples to be analyzed, allows a user to accurately identify the wells from which the test

samples are located or should be located.

[0058] Another embodiment of the present invention provides for the use of marker particles

to match data for each sample to be analyzed with the sample container from which the sample to be

analyzed was withdrawn. For example, unique combinations of marker particles are added to one or

more of the plurality of sample wells as a unique bar code. The unique bar code may be comingled

with samples to be analyzed. The physical and/or optical characteristics of the unique bar code

allows identification of the sample to be analyzed and the location on a plate from where the sample

to be analyzed was taken.



[0059] In another embodiment, the marker particles are located in a marker particle reservoir

500 of figure 5 that maintains a concentration of marker particles in the reservoir at a minimum

volume and level 507 throughout a sampling cycle when aliquots of the marker particles are

withdrawn multiple times from a sampling port 503.

[0060] According to one embodiment the dispensing reservoir 500 may be located apart

from a microplate. The dispensing reservoir comprises a storage vessel 501 having a capacity for a

given volume of a marker particle solution and a sampling vessel having a sampling port wherein the

sampling vessel and a storage vessel 501 are in fluid communication at 507. The storage vessel 501

is positioned at a height relative to the sampling vessel 505 such that the volume of the marker

particle solution in the storage vessel 501 supplies the sampling vessels 505 with a constant volume

of the marker particle solution throughout the sampling process which volume is dependent on the

atmospheric pressure and the height of the storage vessel 501 relative to the sampling vessel 505.

[0061] Further, the sampling vessel 505 may have a sampling port 503 that allows a probe

to enter the sampling vessel 505 to a designated depth to withdraw the marker particle solution while

minimizing marker particles coating the probe exterior surface. A reservoir 500 as described is

illustrated in figure 5 .

[0062] The preceding examples can be repeated with similar success by substituting the

generically or specifically described reactants and/or operating conditions of this invention for those

used in the preceding examples.

[0063] Although the invention has been described in detail with particular reference to these

preferred embodiments, other embodiments can achieve the same results. Variations and

modifications of the present invention will be obvious to those skilled in the art and it is intended to

cover in the appended claims all such modifications and equivalents. The entire disclosures of all

references, applications, patents, and publications cited above are hereby incorporated by reference.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for identifying within a single record the location of each of a plurality of samples

suspected of containing particles of interest wherein the single record is obtained from a flowing

stream of the plurality of samples passing through a particle analyzer, the method comprising:

introducing into a conduit the plurality of samples suspected of containing particles of

interest wherein each ones of the plurality of samples are separated by fluid gaps to produce a

plurality of samples separated by fluid gaps and wherein each of the plurality of samples further

comprises marker particles;

flowing the plurality of samples separated by fluid gaps through the conduit as a

flowing sample stream to a detector of a particle analyzer;

detecting particles of interest when present and/or marker particles as the plurality of

samples pass the detector of the particle analyzer;

obtaining in the single file a record over time for the particles of interest when present

and/or marker particles in each of the plurality of samples once the plurality of samples pass the

incident beam of light of the particle analyzer; and

identifying a time position in the record where particles of interest within any one of

the plurality of samples would be located if present based upon the detection of marker particles

present within each combined sample from the flowing stream of the plurality of samples.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein introducing into a conduit the plurality of samples includes

uptaking each of the plurality of samples from the respective sample container.

3 . The method of claim 2 wherein the respective sample container is a microplate having rows

and columns of sample wells for holding samples to be tested.

4 . The method of clam 3 wherein a sampling order of the rows and columns of the sample wells

are determined by the user.

5 . The method of claim 3 wherein the sampling order is correlated with the identifying a time

position in the record where particles of interest within any one of the plurality of samples would be

located if present to identify the location of the sample well from which the sample was uptaken.



6 . The method of claim 1 wherein fluid gaps are gas gaps

7 . The method of claim 6 wherein the gas gaps are air gaps.

8 . The method of claim 1 wherein flowing the plurality of samples includes moving the samples

with a pump, gravity, acoustic means, microcapillary action, pressurization or any combination

thereof.

9 . The method of claim 1 wherein detecting particles of interest when present depends on the

optical and/or physical characteristic of interest selected for the particles of interest.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein detecting marker particles depends on the optical and/or

physical characteristics selected for the marker particles.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein the marker particles are selected based upon optical and/or

physical characteristics which may be the same or different from the optical and/or physical

characteristics of the particles of interest.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the particle analyzer is a flow cytometer.

13. A method for identifying within a single record the location of each of a plurality of samples

suspected of containing particles of interest wherein the single record is obtained from a flowing

stream of the plurality of samples passing through a particle analyzer, the method comprising:

introducing into a conduit the plurality of samples suspected of containing particles of

interest wherein each ones of the plurality of samples are separated by fluid gaps to produce a

plurality of samples separated by fluid gaps;

introducing aliquots of marker particles into a conduit between the ones of the

plurality of samples separated by fluid gaps;

flowing the plurality of samples separated by fluid gaps and further separated by

aliquots of marker particles through the conduit as a flowing sample stream to a detector of a particle

analyzer;

detecting particles of interest when present and/or marker particles as the plurality of

samples and the marker particle aliquots pass the detector of the particle analyzer;



obtaining in the single file a record over time for the detected particles of interest

when present and/or marker particles once the flowing stream passes the incident beam of light of the

particle analyzer;

identifying a time position in the record where particles of interest within any one of

the plurality of samples would be located if present based upon the location of the marker particles

within the record.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein introducing into a conduit the plurality of samples includes

uptaking each of the plurality of samples from the respective sample container.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the respective sample container is a microplate having rows

and columns of sample wells for holding samples to be tested.

16. The method of clam 15 wherein a sampling order of the rows and columns of the sample

wells are determined by the user.

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the sampling order is correlated with the identifying a time

position in the record where particles of interest within any one of the plurality of samples would be

located if present to identify the location on the sample well from which the sample was uptaken.

18. The method of claim 12 wherein flowing the plurality of samples includes moving the samples

with a pump, gravity, acoustic means, microcapillary action, pressurization or any combination

thereof.

19. The method of claim 12 wherein detecting particles of interest when present depends on the

optical and/or physical characteristic of interest selected for the particles of interest.

20. The method of claim 12 wherein detecting marker particles depends on the optical and/or

physical characteristics selected for the marker particles.

2 1. The method of claim 20 wherein the marker particles have a different optical and/or physical

characteristics as compared to the particles of interest.

22. The method of claim 12 wherein the particle analyzer is a flow cytometer.

23. The method of claim 12 wherein fluid gaps are gas gaps

24. The method of claim 23 wherein the gas gaps are air gaps.
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